**Historical Fiction**

Anand, Valerie
- King of the Wood (1988)
- The Disputed Crown (1982)

Chadwick, Elizabeth
- The Conquest (1997)

Cornwell, Bernard
- The Archer’s Tale (2001) (search for the Grail)
- Saxon novels series

Cross, Donna Woolfolk
- Pope Joan (1996)

Druon, Maurice
- The Poisoned Crown (1957)
- The Royal Succession (1958)

Gordon, Noah
- The Physician (1986)

Holland, Cecelia (many titles)

Jones, Ellen
- Beloved Enemy: the passions of Eleanor of Aquitaine (1994)

Lofts, Norah
- Madselin (1968)
- Eleanor the Queen (1955)

Parke, Godwin
- Beloved Exile (1984) (Arthurian Britain)

**Fantasy Fiction**

Avery, Fiona
- The Crown Rose (2005) (Fant Fic)

Douglass, Sara
- The Wounded Hawk (2005) (FantFic)

**Adventure**

Patterson, James with Andrew Gross
- The Jester (2003) LP and CD
- L’Amour, Louis

**Christian Fiction**

Bronleewe, Matt
- Illuminated (2007) (mystery involving a Medieval manuscript)
- Kazantzakis, Nikos
- Saint Francis (1962)

**Romance**

Costain, Thomas B.
- The Black Rose (1945)
- Deveraux, Jude
- Velvet series

**Especially for Young Adults**

Barrett, Tracy
- Anna of Byzantium (1999) Lower YA Fic
- Willis, Connie
- Doomsday Book (1992) YA Fic (a little bit of Science Fiction)

**Horror Fiction**

Yarbo, Chelsea Quinn
- Night Blooming (2002) (vampires)
**The Middle Ages**

**Mystery**
- Doherty, P.C.
  - A Tournament of Murders (1997) Mys Fic
- Eco, Umberto
  - The Name of the Rose (1983)
- Frazer, Margaret
  - Sister Frevisse Series (Mys Fic)
- Marston, Edward
  - The Ravens of Blackwater (1994) Mys Fic
- Newman, Sharan
  - Catherine LeVendeur Series (Mys Fic)
- Penman, Sharon Kay
  - Prince of Darkness (2005) and many other Medieval mysteries
- Peters, Ellis
  - Brother Cadfael Series (Mys Fic)
- Robb, Candace
  - Owen Archer Series (Mys Fic)
- Tremayne, Peter
  - Sister Fidelma Series (ancient Ireland) (Mys Fic)

**Tell me about a great book to read**
- Knights and Armor 940.1 kni video
- Cathedral 726 cat video
- World of Chartres 726.6 Fav (1988)
- God’s Crucible: Islam and the making of Europe, 570 to 1215 940.1 lew (2008)
- Romance and Legend of Chivalry 809 Mon (1978) (short tales)
- Great Tales from English History 941 Lac (2005)
- Barbarians to Angels 940.1 wel (2008)
- The Romance of Tristan and Isolde 843.1 Bed (1945)
- Canterbury Tales 821.1 Chalil (2007)
- A World Lit only by Fire: the Medieval mind and the Renaissance 940.21 Man
- Life in a Medieval Castle 940.1 Gie
- A Medieval Family 942.04 Gie
- Cathedral, Forge and waterwheel: technology and invention in the Middle Ages 609.4 Gie (1994)

**Nonfiction**

**Tell me about a great book to read**
- Copernicus (new biography by Jack Repcheck—just published in 2007)
- Marco Polo: from Venice to Xanadu (2007)
- Peter Abelard: philosophy and Christianity in the Middle Ages (1970)
- Abelard and Heloise (Biog Rob 1972)
- Charlemagne (new biography by Wilson—published in 2006)
- Henry V: the scourge of God
- Four Queens: the Provencal sisters who ruled Europe 940.1 gol (2007)
- Queen Isabella: treachery, adultery, and murder in Medieval England (2005)
- The Riddle and the Knight 915.04 Mil
- The Burgermeister’s Daughter: scandal in a 16th century German town 943.471031 Ozm
- Four Gothic Kings 942.03 Fou (1987)
- Memoirs of a Medieval Woman: the life and times of Margery Kempe (storage)
- Attila (new biography published 2006)